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Every picture tells a story, and the right image can 
help you connect with your audience. Words matter, 
and their impact can be greatly enhanced when used 
with images that support, reinforce or strengthen 
their message.

This is where Alamy’s Image Trends report comes in. 
We want to help you find the images that are likely 
to make the biggest impact over the coming months. 
We’ve taken thousands of stock images that our 
customers have purchased over the past 3 months 
and used our expert researchers to identify the most 
prominent trends. 

UK and US customers buy different types of images, 
meaning the styles and trends identified differ on 
each side of the pond, so we’ve split out our report to 
separate UK and US trends. 

Our Image Trends report will help you choose the 
best images to help you deliver the message you 
want to give and stay ahead of the pack with the 
most on-trend imagery.

About Ned

Ned Selby is a visual communicator and 
consultant with 15 years’ experience in 
design and advertising. He was a founding 
member of New Future Graphic, a London 
agency with global clients including the 
BBC, Amnesty International, Mother London, 
and Clarks Shoes. Ned is overseeing art 
director for MadeGood Films, and head of 
digital design at MadeGood’s bike-focussed 
social enterprise. He is founding CMO of 
Fighting Foods, a food tech startup devoted 
to nutritional support for those living with 
cancer, and also works as a visual consultant 
between Asia and the UK. In his spare time,  
he is a keen amateur photographer and filler 
of sketchbooks.

selbyandson.co

http://selbyandson.co
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The cameraphone has transformed photography, 
providing a seemingly endless supply of images. 
As visual communicator and consultant Ned Selby 
notes, “millions of us now carry a high-powered 
camera in our pocket, and the quality of modern 
smartphone cameras is enough to bring out the 
David Bailey (or Annie Leibovitz) in all of us”.   
It’s often easy to spot a cameraphone image, says 
Ned, “with so many imaging apps available, the 
aesthetic in this field is often heavily modified, 
with all kinds of filters and effects applied to 
cameraphone images. This whimsical and playful 
style makes these photos easily identifiable 
as mobile snaps - and can help conceal the 
shortcomings of smartphone photography over  
a DSLR.” 

Key trend 1: Mobile Photography
See Mobile Photography images ›
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http://www.alamy.com/lbx.asp?1834004 
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Ned says: “Expect to see more and more 
sophisticated emulations of pro digital 
photography, as cameraphone technology 
continues to advance, and also look out for  
a continuation of the move away from the 
square format, that has for so long defined  
this sphere.”

Goolia Photography

fotobene

EYESITEStep Haider Azim



The popularity of cameraphones means that more 
of our everyday lives are being catalogued. This 
lifestyle photoset is packed full of playful, casual 
shots that bring a natural feel to proceedings. 
This collection of images boasts high production 
values, with tasteful filter effects, unusual camera 
angles, lens flare and an absence of staged shots, 
demonstrating the move towards more realistic 
imagery that perfectly captures those everyday 
moments.

Key Trend 2: Lifestyle 
See Lifestyle images ›
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http://www.alamy.com/lbx.asp?1834005 


 “Staged shots just won’t cut it  
for the savvy viewers of today. 
To buy into a message, we 
must truly believe what we 
are seeing.’
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Our researchers found that topics such as renewable 
energy and earth concepts were popular amongst 
our UK clients, as were a wide variety of vectors 
and illustrations that portray these environmental 
concepts. “The world seems to be waking up to 
a green agenda, as the benefits of clean energy 
become ever more undeniable,” notes Ned.  
“Whatever your standpoint on climate change, non-
polluting, cheap energy and renewable resources  
are surely a no-brainer - and brands and businesses  
are keen to stick with the zeitgeist.”

Key Trend 3: Environment 
See Environment images ›
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philipusA.P.S. (UK)

http://www.alamy.com/lbx.asp?1834009 
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This trend is influencing image selection, 
adds Ned, “the connectedness of our planet 
means we can all be held accountable, and 
everybody wants to show that they’re doing 
their part, which may explain a proliferation of 
the type of vectors and graphics that sit well in 
corporate publications and opinion pieces.”

Chris Clor

Paul BradburyZoonar/Anton BalazhIgor StevanovicCienpies Design
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Corporate imagery has long been a cornerstone 
of stock library content, but we’re seeing a 
more diverse range of work environments on offer 
in this lightbox. In a sphere once dominated by nine 
to five office cubicles and flash executives, small 
studios, more casual environments and out-of-office 
working situations are on the up. We live in the age 
of entrepreneurship and the start up, and people 
need a wider pool to pick from when depicting 
modern working environments.

Key Trend 1: US Business   
See US Business images ›
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Hero Images

Bill Cheyrou Sam Edwards

http://www.alamy.com/lbx.asp?1838199 


Organisations also need to use images that 
convey a positive approach to gender equality, 
says Ned, “if a business wants to appear 
progressive and in touch, equality must be 
reflected in corporate communications. 
Aesthetically speaking, I hope to see more 
natural looking workplace shots gain a 
stronger foothold; if you ask me, these people 
seem to be having too much fun at work…”
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Images related to sports, iconic personalities and 
politics are as popular as ever. Ned explains, “in 
uncertain times, amid a tumultuous US election, 
it can be heartening to look to iconic figures 
for comfort and reassurance. Ghandi, Mandela, 
Lennon, Kennedy – all continue to inspire and ignite 
imaginations despite their passing. This is comforting 
at a time when we have lost so many great figures, 
and which saw last year end on such an uncertain 
note. Remembrance of sporting, literary and musical 
figureheads also provides welcome break in a period 
that has been so thoroughly dominated by political 
power moves.”

Key Trend 2: American Culture   
See American Culture images ›
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Screen ProdDavid Zanzinger

http://www.alamy.com/lbx.asp?1838241 


 “While the near future remains 
uncertain and the world 
waits for what’s around the 
corner, a look back at these 
iconic images can perhaps be 
viewed as a reassuring form 
of escapism.”
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Mary Evans Picture Library
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Demand for images of iconic US destinations like 
Brooklyn Bridge continues to grow. “In the first Image 
Trends report (view here), we saw a focus on world 
travel from the US, while the British photographic 
selections appeared to favour staycations. Uncertain 
economic times can make people look closer to 
home for their vacation ideas, and the beauty and 
expanse of the US offers no shortage of options. 
Perhaps people are really remembering what makes 
America great again.”

Key Trend 3: US-centric travel   
See US-centric travel images ›
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Sean Pavone

Francesco MontellaSongquan Deng

http://www.alamy.com/blog/explore-the-latest-visual-trends-compiled-using-data-from-thousands-of-image-buyers
http://www.alamy.com/lbx.asp?1838249   


 “With such iconic beauty 
on your doorstep, it pays  
to remember what’s close  
to home.” 
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Keeping up with the latest image trends 
is not about being hip or fashionable; it’s 
about making communication even more 
effective. The wrong image with the right 
words will at best, confuse your audience. 
But choosing the right image will help keep 
your message fresh and relevant, and show 
that you - or your client - are in tune with  
today’s trends.


